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ABSTRACT

One of the challenging tasks in the deployment of dense wireless
networks (like sensor networks) is in devising a routing scheme
for node to node communication. Important consideration includes
scalability, routing complexity, the length of the communication
paths and the load sharing of the routes. In this paper, we show that
a compact and expressive abstraction of network connectivity by
the medial axis enables efficient and localized routing. We propose
MAP, a Medial Axis based naming and routing Protocol that does
not require locations, makes routing decisions locally, and achieves
good load balancing. In its preprocessing phase,MAP constructs
the medial axis of the sensor field, defined as the set of nodes with
at least two closest boundary nodes. The medial axis of the network
captures both the complex geometry and non-trivial topology of the
sensor field. It can be represented compactly by a graph whose size
is comparable with the complexity of the geometric features (e.g.,
the number of holes). Each node is then given a name related to
its position with respect to the medial axis. The routing scheme is
derived through local decisions based on the names of the source
and destination nodes and guarantees delivery with reasonable and
natural routes. We show by both theoretical analysis and simula-
tions that our medial axis based geometric routing scheme is scal-
able, produces short routes, achieves excellent load balancing, and
is very robust to variations in the network model.
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1 Introduction
Routing is elementary in all communication networks. The design
of routing algorithms is tightly coupled with the design of auxiliary
infrastructure that abstracts the network connectivity. For networks
with stable links and powerful nodes, such as the Internet, infras-
tructures such as routing tables are constructed and maintained so
that routing can be performed efficiently at each router by a rout-
ing table look-up, and routing paths are close to optimum. For net-
works with fragile links, constantly changing topologies, and nodes
with less resourceful hardware, such asad hocmobile wireless net-
works, routing tends to be on-demand with no pre-computed infras-
tructures. However, without any auxiliary infrastructure, discovery
of routes may have to rely on flooding the network.

In this paper we focus on routing in wireless sensor networks,
where sensor nodes are stationary and deployed in a geometric
space. Each sensor node has constrained power supply, thus en-
ergy conservation is an important consideration in the design of net-
work protocols. For sensor networks that target at long-term usage
such as environment monitoring, the demand for scalable point-to-
point routing is increasing in order to support in-network informa-
tion processing, content-based data storage and retrieval [24, 27],
target tracking and detection [30], sensor tasking and control, and
complex query mechanisms [16]. Depending on the applications,
a node may specify the destination as in the case of sensor task-
ing, or acquire the destination by a content-based distributed hash
table as in the case of target tracking. Reactive routing protocols,
which are designed mainly for ad hoc mobile networks and rely on
flooding for route discovery, is too energy-expensive for sensor net-
works. It is also observed that wireless links for static sensor nodes,
such as Berkeley motes, are reasonably stable [17, 25]. Therefore
it is advantageous to preprocess the network and maintain some
lightweight infrastructure so that efficient and localized routing can
be performed.

A good intuition on how to build a lightweight and effective aux-
iliary infrastructure is that sensor networks are closely related to the
geometric environment where they are deployed. Two nodes can
directly communicate when they are geographically close. Thus
geometric proximity information has high correlation with the net-
work topology. This intuition has been used in geographical for-
warding, a clever idea to effectively make routing decisions based
on the geographical locations of destinations and the one-hop neigh-
boring nodes — a packet is greedily forwarded to the one-hop
neighbor that is geographically closest to the destination [6, 20, 21].
Such an abstraction of the network connectivity based on nodes’
Euclidean coordinates has tremendously simplified the design of
routing protocols and improved routing efficiency. For a sensor
network with uniform and dense sensor deployment in a flat and
regular region, geographical forwarding is an efficient and scalable
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scheme that produces almost shortest paths with very little over-
head.

A natural question on the practicality of geographical routing is
how to obtain the geographical locations of a large number of sen-
sors. An essential part of the preprocessing overhead of building
the infrastructure for geographical routing is to solve the localiza-
tion problem, namely, finding the Euclidean coordinates of the sen-
sors. Localization can be done by either hardware support such
as Global Positioning Systems (GPS), or by algorithms that induce
the locations of sensor nodes from their local interactions. In fact,
if sensors are densely deployed in a flat regular region with simple
geometry (e.g., a disk with no holes), greedy geographical routing
is robust enough to localization errors and approximate locations
suffice [26, 8].

Greedy geographical forwarding, however, runs into serious prob-
lems for sensor fields with complex geometry. In many of the
real-world situations where sensor networks are deployed, such as
metropolitan areas, warehouses, university campuses or airport ter-
minals, the sensor field naturally has complex shape and/or many
holes (regions where sensors are not deployed due to the existence
of obstacles). When there are holes in a sensor field, greedy for-
warding can fail when all the neighbors are further away from the
destination. In other words, a route created by greedy forwarding
tries to follow the straight line from source to destination, which
is often blocked by obstacles in a complex environment. A num-
ber of ways have been devised to get around holes. For example,
face routing or perimeter routing [6, 20, 21] deals with this case by
routing a packet along the face of a planar subgraph until greedy
forwarding can be performed again. If the sensor network has rich
geometric features, perimeter routing has to be adopted frequently.
There are several issues with face routing or perimeter routing.
The correct construction of the planar subgraph depends heavily
on accurate location information, which is very hard to obtain, and
the assumption that the communication graph is a unit disk graph,
which does not hold in practice [17]. Inaccurate location infor-
mation or a slight deviation of the communication graph from the
unit disk graph model may cause the planar subgraph to be discon-
nected [28]. Further, perimeter routing produces awkward routing
paths along the boundaries of holes. Overloading of nodes on the
boundaries of holes exhausts the batteries of those nodes quickly,
which will further enlarge the holes and eventually connect small
holes to big holes or even disconnect the network. Notice that such
an unbalance of loads is created not by traffic patterns but by the
defect of routing algorithms.

The failure of greedy forwarding for sensor fields with complex
geometry and/or non-trivial topology is mainly because the geo-
graphical locations, an abstraction/infrastructure on which routing
rules are based, does not correlate well with the connectivity graph.
Two nodes that are geographically close may actually be far away
in the connectivity graph. A good infrastructure for this case should
not only abstracts the geometric proximity of the sensors, but also
the global geometric shape and topological features of the sensor
field. This intuition is validated by the observation that the global
shape and the topological features of the layout mostly reflect the
underlying structure of the environment (e.g. obstacles), and they
are likely to remain stable. Nodes/links may come and go. But
only when such changes are of large quantities and geographically
correlated, can they possibly modify the global shape of the sensor
field or destroy/create large-scale topological features. Thus we can
afford to explicitly compute an abstraction of the geometry of sen-
sors and carry out proactive routing at this abstract level, such that
these high-level combinatorial routes can be efficiently realized in
the network by localized and decentralized protocols. A protocol

that explicitly states the importance of topological information in
routing in sensor networks with large holes, calledGLIDER, was
recently proposed by Fanget al. [12]. It is a landmark-based nam-
ing and routing scheme, where the global topology of the network
is represented by a compact abstract Delaunay triangulation on a
set of landmarks, and is used in a global planning step to guide
routes around holes. However, the selection of landmarks has a
critical impact on the performance of such landmark-based routing
algorithms. There is currently no theoretical understanding on how
to select a good set of landmarks.

2 Overview
In this paper we explore an appropriate geometric abstraction of
sensor networks that enables efficient and localized routing. The
shapes of regions or surfaces have been studied extensively in com-
putational geometry, and various structures have been proposed
for efficient representation of shapes. One of them is the medial
axis [10], which is defined as the set of points with at least two clos-
est neighbors on the boundaries of the shape. The medial axis is a
‘skeleton’ of a region that captures both geometric and topological
features. Therefore it has been used extensively to represent, rea-
son about and explore properties of shapes, in areas such as robot
path planning [19], surface reconstruction [1, 2] and shape classifi-
cation [29]. In this paper we show that the medial axis of a sensor
field is a good abstraction of the communication network. The me-
dial axis can be constructed efficiently by using only the connec-
tivity information, can be represented compactly by a graph whose
size is proportional to the number of large geometric features, and
enables an efficient gradient-descending routing algorithm.

We proposeMAP, a medial axis based naming and routing pro-
tocol as a routing infrastructure for sensor networks, in particular
those with complicated geometric and topological features. Our
MAP naming and routing methods are similar in spirit withGLIDER

[12], in the way that we also take a compact abstraction of the
global topology of the sensor field. The difference betweenMAP

andGLIDER includes the choice of this abstraction — namely, the
medial axis graph inMAP and the combinatorial Delaunay graph
on landmarks inGLIDER — as well as how this abstraction is used
to guide localized routing. Specifically,GLIDER relies on a care-
fully selected set of landmarks to discover the global topology of
the network, whileMAP eliminates such artifact and depends only
on the shape of the sensor field.MAP depends only on the connec-
tivity graph and does not require the communication network be a
unit disk graph.MAP consists of two protocols: the Medial Axis
Construction Protocol (MACP) that constructs the medial axis and
the corresponding naming scheme at the initialization stage of the
network; and the Medial Axis based Routing Protocol (MARP),
which, with the help of a compact medial axis graph, routes pack-
ets by local gradient descent with only the names of source and
destination nodes.

The construction of the medial axis has several steps. See Figure
1 for an example. We first select a set of samples on hole bound-
aries (including the outer boundary) (Figure 1 (ii)). By connecting
nearby samples, we find most of the boundary nodes (Figure 1 (iii)).
The medial axis is identified as the set of nodes with at least two
closest points on boundaries (Figure 1 (iv) and (v)), and is repre-
sented by a medial axis graph which is a combinatorial graph with
a size proportional to the number of large geometric features. This
medial axis graph is very compact and is known to every sensor.
The medial axis graph of Figure 1 has two vertices, one edge and
one self-loop. Each sensor is given a name with respect to the me-
dial axis graph (Figure 1 (vi)). In particular, for each sensorw on



the medial axis, we define a chord as the shortest path (tree) fromw
to one of its closest sensor node on the boundary. A sensor’s name
includes the chord on which it stays, and a normalized distance to
its corresponding medial axis sensor. Such a naming scheme par-
titions the sensor field into canonical regions inside each of which
a local Cartesian coordinate system is defined with one axis as an
edge of the medial axis graph and the other axis as a chord of a
vertex of that medial axis edge. The local Cartesian coordinate sys-
tems are glued together in exactly the same way as indicated by the
edge adjacency of the medial axis graph, and provide a smooth and
natural road system for theMAP routing algorithm.

MAP supports localized point-to-point routing with only the knowl-
edge of the names of source and destination nodes. The name of
the destination can be obtained with a distributed hash table or other
location services (such as [24]).MAP routing has two stages, first
planned on the abstract medial axis graph which is usually of a
small size, and then performed in each canonical region by reactive
local gradient descent routing. By using the medial axis graph in a
global planning step, a source can find the reference path, defined
as the shortest path in the medial axis graph, from the node in the
medial axis corresponding to the source to the one corresponding
to the destination. The actual routing rule is of manhattan-type, i.e.,
first trying to match the medial axis point with that of the destina-
tion and route in parallel with the reference path, and then trying
to match the distance to the medial axis point with that of the des-
tination and route along chords. Both routing in parallel with the
medial axis and along chords can be realized by efficient local gra-
dient descending in the local coordinate systems of the canonical
regions. Although nodes on boundaries and the medial axis are
important for representing the global geometry and topology, they
play the same role as the other nodes in the actualMAP routing.
The construction of the medial axis infrastructure is only at the ini-
tialization stage with modest preprocessing overhead. Routing is
implemented in a localized fashion and thus is scalable.

In summary,MAP has the following good properties:

• Location-free: no geographical location is required and only
the connectivity graph suffices;

• Expressive: our medial axis based infrastructure captures the
large geometric and topological features of a sensor field;

• Compact: the medial axis can be represented by a graph of
a size proportional to the complexity of large geometric and
topological features;

• Lightweight : the construction and maintenance of the me-
dial axis is lightweight;

• Efficient: the medial axis based routing algorithm uses local
gradient descent and is localized;

• Load balancing: the medial axis based routing algorithm
does not overload any nodes because of design defect;

• Robust to network model: MAP does not require that the
network model is a unit disk graph and is very robust to vari-
ations in the network model.

3 Medial axis based naming and routing in
continuous Euclidean domain

In this section we present the medial-axis-based naming and rout-
ing schemes for a continuous region in the Euclidean plane. All
the concepts can be illustrated very nicely for the continuous case.
In the next section, we will describe how to adapt these ideas to a
discrete sensor field.

3.1 Medial axis
We first review the definition of medial axis [5] for a continuous
curve in the Euclidean plane. Themedial axisof a curveF is a
set of points in the plane which have two or more (instead of one)
closest points inF . In order words, for a point on the medial axis,
if we grow a ball until it hitsF , then the ball has two or more tan-
gent points onF . The medial axis can be thought of as the Voronoi
cell boundaries of the Voronoi diagram1 defined on an infinite set of
points onF . In this section, we study the medial axis of a bounded
region in the Euclidean place. SupposeR is a bounded open set in
R2, we denote by∂R the boundary curve ofR. The medial axis of
∂R is denoted byA. It has been proved that for a piecewise analytic
boundary in the plane, the medial axis is composed of a finite num-
ber of continuous curves [10]. Strictly speaking, the medial axis of
∂R has two parts in the interior and the exterior ofR respectively.
In this paper we focus on the part insideR. For each pointa on
the medial axis, we can draw a maximal disk insideR with two or
more tangent points on∂R. The line segment connecting a point
a on the medial axis with its tangent point on∂R is called achord
of a. We define amedial ballBr(a) to be a (closed) ball centered
at a ∈ A with radiusr, which is tangent to∂R at more than one
point, and has no point of∂R in its interiorBr(a)− ∂Br(a). r is
called themedial radiusof the pointa ∈ A, denoted asr(a). A
point onA with at least three closest points in∂R is called ame-
dial vertex. A segment on the medial axis bounded by two medial
vertices is denoted as amedial edge. Figure 2 shows an example.

The medial axisA of ∂R retains all the topological information
of the regionR. To be precise, it has been shown that any bounded
open subset inRk is homotopy equivalent2 to its medial axis [10,
23]. Therefore, the medial axis can be used as a guideline on how to
route from one point to another since it is a compact structure with
exactly the same topological features as the underlying domain.

3.2 Naming scheme
Each point inR is assigned a name. We denote by|pq| the Eu-
clidean distance betweenp, q. A point p’s name is a tripleN(p) =
(x(p), y(p), d(p)), wherex(p) ∈ A, y(p) ∈ ∂R

S{⊥}, with ⊥
representing ‘invalid’,d(p) ∈ [0, 1]. If a point p is on the me-
dial axisA, we define its name as(p,⊥, 0). If p is not a point on
the medial axis, we define its name asN(p) = (x(p), y(p), d(p)),
wherep stays on a chordx(p)y(p), with x(p) ∈ A, y(p) ∈ ∂R
andd(p) being the normalized distance fromp to x(p). Namely,
d(p) = |px(p)|/r(x(p)), with r(x(p)) as the medial radius of
x(p), r(x(p)) = |x(p)y(p)|. We also call the pointx(p) theme-
dial point of p, the pointy(p) theboundary pointof p, andd(p) its
height, 0 ≤ d(p) ≤ 1. See Figure 2 (ii) for an example.

The naming scheme is a valid scheme, because each point has a
unique name. To prove this, we first show a couple of lemmas.

Lemma 3.1. For a pointp not on the medial axis, ifp is on a chord
xy, with x ∈ A, y ∈ ∂R, theny is p’s only closest point on∂R.
1The Voronoi diagram of a set of pointsS in the Euclidean plane is a planar
graph that partitions the plane into convex cells such that all the points in-
side a cell have the same closest neighbor inS. In particular, a point on the
Voronoi cell boundary has equal distance to at least two points inS. Further
information about Voronoi diagrams can be found in [11].
2Two mapsf andg from X to Y are homotopic if there exists a continuous
mapH : X × [0, 1] 7→ Y with H(x, 0) = f(x) andH(x, 1) = g(x).
Two spacesX andY have the same homotopy type if there are continuous
mapsf : X 7→ Y andg : Y 7→ X such thatg ◦ f is homotopic to the
identity map ofX andf ◦ g is homotopic to the identity map ofY . In
other words, the mapsf andg define a one-to-one correspondence of the
topological features such as connected components, cycles, holes, tunnels,
etc., and how these features are related.
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Figure 1. We create a scenario of a dense sensor network deployed inside an eclipse-shaped geometric region with an obstacle in the middle. There are 3000
sensor nodes, each with a communication radius of 1. The locations of the nodes are discarded after we create the scenario. The global geometry/topology of
the network is inferred from the communication network. The sequence of figures illustrate how to construct a medial axis in a sensor network. (i) A sensor
network; (ii) A small sample of hand picked boundary nodes in the network; (iii) Discovery of more boundary nodes based on the sampled boundary nodes;
(iv) Locally identified nodes on the medial axis; (v) The medial axis after noisy nodes are eliminated; (vi) Balanced shortest-path trees rooted on the medial
axis.
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Figure 2. An example of the medial axis of the boundary of a closed regionR (only the part of the medial axis in the interior ofR is shown).∂R is shown by
thick curves. The medial axisA has a cycle, which means that the regionR has a punched hole. (i) The medial axis of∂R and two medial vertices; (ii) The
naming scheme. (iii) The road system onR. Two canonical cellsC1 andC2 may share a common medial vertex but no common chord; (iv) Routing fromp
to q.

PROOF. Sincep is not on the medial axisA, p has only one
closest point on∂R. Assumep’s closest point on∂R is y′ 6= y.
Then |xy′| ≤ |xp| + |py′| < |xp| + |py| = |xy|, by triangular
inequality. This leads to a contradiction to the fact thatxy is a
chord. �

Lemma 3.2. If p is not on the medial axis, there is a unique chord
throughp.

PROOF. Sincep is not on the medial axis,p has one and only
one closest point on∂R, denoted asy. Please see Figure 3. The
ball centered atp with radius|py|, B|py|(p), is tangent to∂R at
only one pointy and has no other points of∂R inside. Now we
define a family of ballsB|xy|(x), wherex is on the line defined by
p, y with p on the interior of the line segmentxy. Asx moves away
from p, the ballB|xy|(x) is enlarged. Takex0 as the first node such
thatB|x0y|(x0) is tangent to at least two points on∂R. Thusx0 is
on the medial axis since it is tangent to at least two points on∂R.
So the line segmentx0y is a chord throughp.

y

p
x0

Figure 3. Each pointp not on the medial axis has exactly one chord though
it.

Next we show thatp cannot stay on two chords. Assume other-
wise,p is on two chordsxy andx′y′. If y 6= y′, by Lemma 3.1,
p has two closest points, which is not possible. Ify = y′, then
x, x′, y = y′ are collinear. Suppose thatx is on the interior ofx′y.
Then the medial ball ofx is completely inside the medial ball ofx′.
The medial ball ofx has at least two points of∂R on its boundary,

one of which must be inside the medial ball ofx′. That leads to a
contradiction. �

Now we can prove Theorem 3.3.

Theorem 3.3. Every point inR is assigned a unique name.

PROOF. Whenp ∈ A, the theorem is true. Whenp is not on the
medial axis, there is a unique chordxy throughp, by Lemma 3.2.
By our naming scheme,p’s name is defined asN(p) = (x, y, |xp|/|xy|).
Suppose two pointsp, q have the same name,N(p) = N(q), then
they are on the same chordx(p)y(p) (same asx(q)y(q)). Further
d(p) = d(q), sop, q must be the same point. �

The above naming scheme can be thought of as a Cartesian coor-
dinate system aligned with the medial axis. For the purpose of rout-
ing, some of the points inR are also given local polar coordinates.
For each medial vertexa, a has at least three closest points on∂R.
We assign local polar coordinates to all the points within the medial
ball Br(a). Specifically, we takeb ∈ ∂R as one of the closest point
of a. Assign a polar coordinateC(b) = (1, 0) to b. Each pointp in-
sideBr(a) is assigned a polar coordinateC(p) = (|ap|/r,\bap)
(an angle is measured counterclockwise) with respect toa. See
Figure 2 (ii) for an example. From now on we will callN(p) the
name ofp andC(p) its polar coordinates.

3.3 Road system
The naming scheme naturally produces a road system on the region
R. The medial axisA and all the chords of medial vertices partition
the regionR into a set of canonical cells{Ci}, i = 1, · · · , m.
Each canonical cellC is bounded by two chords, a medial edge and
a segment of the boundary∂R. Each medial edge belongs to two
canonical cells. A point on the medial axis withk chords is adjacent
to k canonical cells. We define anh-latitude curveas a collection
of points inC with heighth, 0 ≤ h ≤ 1, and anx-longitude curve
as a chord inC with medial pointx. It is easy to see that anx-
longitude curve inC is a continuous line segment. The following
theorem shows that theh-latitude curve is also continuous.



Lemma 3.4. Inside a canonical cell, any two chords have no com-
mon intersection.

PROOF. Suppose two chordsxy, x′y′ have a common intersec-
tion z, with x, x′ ∈ A, y, y′ ∈ ∂R. If z = x = x′, thenx has two
chords inside the same canonical cell, which is a contradiction with
the definition of canonical cells. Otherwise,z is not on the medial
axis and stays on two chords, which is a contradiction to Lemma
3.2. So the lemma is proved. �

Denote bySR(p, q) the shortest path betweenp, q inside a do-
main R. The distance between two pointsp, q insideR, i.e., the
length of the shortest pathSR(p, q), is denoted asdR(p, q).

Theorem 3.5. For a canonical cellC partitioned by the medial axis
and all the chords of medial vertices, the collection of points with
heighth, 0 ≤ h ≤ 1, is a continuous curve.

PROOF. To prove this, we show that for any pointp in C with
heighth, we can find a pointp′ with heighth within distanceε, for
anyε > 0. Supposep stays on a chordxy, with x ∈ A, y ∈ ∂R.
Both the medial axisA and the boundary∂R are continuous, thus
we can always find a chordx′y′, with x′ ∈ A, y′ ∈ ∂R, such that
dA(x, x′) ≤ δ, d∂R(y, y′) ≤ δ, δ = ε/(1+2h). This can be done
as follows, we first pick a chordab with a ∈ A, b ∈ ∂R such that
dA(x, a) ≤ δ. If d∂R(y, b) ≤ δ, then we takeab as the required
chordx′y′. Otherwise, we take a pointy′ on ∂R such thaty′ is
in betweeny andb andd∂R(y, y′) ≤ δ. The chordy′ stays on is
denoted asx′y′. Thenx′ must be in betweenx anda on A and
dA(x, x′) ≤ dA(x, a) ≤ δ, due to Lemma 3.4. See Figure 4. By
triangular inequality,|xy| − 2δ ≤ |x′y′| ≤ |xy| + 2δ. We take
the pointp′ on the chordx′y′ with heighth. Then|xp| − 2hδ ≤
|x′p′| ≤ |xp|+ 2hδ. Then|pp′| ≤

��|xp| − |x′p′|
��+ dA(x, x′) ≤

(1 + 2h)δ = ε. So the theorem is proved. �

p p′

a

by′

x′

∂R

A

y

x

Figure 4. Theh-latitude curve in a canonical cell is continuous.

The latitude and longitude curves provide a Cartesian coordin-
ate system for the points inside a cellC. Routing for two points
inside the same cell can be done efficiently by first following the
latitude curve to a point on the same chord as the destination, then
following the longitude curve to the destination. The continuity
of theh-latitude curve, proved by Theorem 3.5, implies that such
routing can be implemented by local gradient descending. Specifi-
cally, routing following a latitude curve (longitude curve) is simply
following the local gradient with the same height (the same medial
point).

The coordinate system defined by latitude and longitude curves
is a local one, i.e., defined only on points inside a canonical cellC.
For routing across cells, we hope to transit from one local system to
another one smoothly. If two cellsC1, C2 share a common chord

xy, then the point onxy with heighth is shared by theh-latitude
curves inC1 andC2. However, it is possible that a pair of medial
edgese1, e2 are adjacent (they share a common medial vertex), but
the cellsC1, C2 do not share a common chord, wheree1 is on the
boundary of the cellC1 ande2 is on the boundary of the cellC2.
See Figure 2 (iii) for an example. In order to transit fromC1 to C2,
we use a ‘rotary’ element at each medial vertex, which is defined
by the polar coordinate system inside the medial ball of a medial
vertex.

For the points inside a medial ball of a medial vertexu, we define
an`-angular curveas the set of points with polar coordinates(`, ·),
i.e., the circle centered atu with radius`, for 0 ≤ ` ≤ 1. The
angular curves are co-centric circles with the same centeru. If two
medial edgese1, e2 share a medial vertexu andC1, C2 are two
cells withe1, e2 on the boundary, respectively, then theh-latitude
curve inC1 can be connected to theh-latitude curve inC2 by the
h-angular curve of the medial vertexu.

3.4 Routing scheme
Routing is performed by using only the names of the sourcep and
the destinationq and the medial axisA of the domainR. Suppose
N(p) = (x(p), y(p), d(p)), N(q) = (x(q), y(q), d(q)), where
x(p), x(q) are two points on the medial axisA. We first find the
shortest pathSA(x(p), x(q)) betweenx(p) andx(q) on A, which
is denoted as thereference path. The length of the shortest path
dA(x(p), x(q)) is denoted as thereference distance. An intuitive
path betweenp, q is to route fromp to x(p) on the medial axis
A, follow SA(x(p), x(q)) until x(q) is reached, and route from
x(q) to q. However, such paths use the medial axis as a routing
‘backbone’ andA will be heavily loaded. In our routing scheme,
the routing pathP (p, q) is a lifted up version ofSA(x(p), x(q)).
Our routing scheme has two steps. First we route in parallel to
SA(x(p), x(q)) until we reach a pointt whose medial point isx(q).
The routing path produced is denoted asP1(p, q). Secondly, we
follow the chords ofx(q) or the angular curves ofx(q) to reach
the destinationq. The routing path produced by the second step
is denoted asP2(p, q). Figure 2 (iv) shows an example. In the
following we present the two steps separately.

3.4.1 Routing in parallel to the medial axis

The routing path parallel to the reference pathSA(x(p), x(q)) is
realized by local gradient descent routing.SA(x(p), x(q)) is par-
titioned by medial verticesxi to medial edgesxixi−1 (the first
segment and the last segment may be only part of medial edges),
x0 = x(p), xk = x(q).

Suppose thatp is inside a cellC0, with x0x1 on the boundary of
C0, the routing path follows thed(p)-latitude curve inC0 until it
hits a chord on the boundary ofC0. Now we take a cellC1 with
x1x2 on the boundary.C0 andC1 share at least a medial vertex
x1. If they share a chordx1y1, then thed(p)-latitude curve inC0

is automatically connected to thed(p)-latitude curve inC1. Oth-
erwise, we use thed(p)-angular curve in the medial ball ofx1 to
transit from cellC0 to C1. Thed(p)-latitude curve inC0 is con-
nected to thed(p)-latitude curve inC1 by thed(p)-angular curve
of the medial vertexx1. This procedure is continued until a nodet
with corresponding medial pointx(q) is reached.

3.4.2 Routing on chords

The second part of the routing process starts with a nodet that
has the same medial point as the destinationq and the same height
as the sourcep, namely,x(t) = x(q), d(t) = d(p). If x(q) is



not a medial vertex, thenx(q) has only two chords. Thus either
t andq are on the same chord or they are on different chords. In
the first case, routing along thex(q)-longitude curve inside the cell
containingq will reach the destinationq. In the second case,q and
t are on different cells withx(q) on the boundary. We route first
along thex(q)-longitude curve to the nodex(q), then follow the
second chord to reachq. If x(q) is a medial vertex, then there is
a local polar coordinate system aroundx(q), thus we route fromt
along the chord throught to a nodet′ with heightd(q). Then we
route fromt′ to q along thed(q)-angular curve in the local polar
coordinate system ofx(q).

In summary, the naming system provides a natural road system
on which routing can be done efficiently in a localized manner. The
routing scheme guarantees delivery for any source and destination
pair.

4 Medial axis-based naming and routing in a
discrete sensor field

The previous section explains the basic idea of using medial axis
to build a naming and routing scheme in a continuous geometric
region. All the concepts are clear and well-defined in the contin-
uous case. For any two points, there is a natural route indicated
by the medial axis between them. The adaptation of the ideas and
concepts to a discrete sensor field, however, requires non-trivial
re-design of the protocol due to the following reasons. First, sen-
sors do not have geographical locations. The shape of a sensor
field is not known and is only approximated by the connectivity
of the sensor network. Also the proximity of two sensors is only
approximated by the number of hops in the shortest path in the (un-
weighted) communication graph. Since the hop count is always an
integer, the approximate distance has non-neglectable rounding er-
rors. This brings more troubles to overcome since the exact medial
axis is very sensitive to noises on boundaries — a small bump on
the boundary will create a long branch in the medial axis [3].

In this section, we present a protocol that overcomes all these dif-
ficulties and constructs a robust medial axis and a routing algorithm
for sensor networks, which requires no geographical locations and
depends only on the connectivity graph of the sensor field. Our pro-
tocol computes in a preprocessing step a medial axis, and assigns
names to all the sensors with respect to the medial axis. At the end
of the preprocessing, a very compact representation of the medial
axis, called themedial axis graph (MAG), whose size is compa-
rable with the complexity of the geometric features of the sensor
field, is stored at each node in the network. With the medial axis
based naming infrastructure, routing is performed in two stages.
In a global planning stage, the shortest path between the medial
points of the source and the destination in MAG is found. The ac-
tual routing path is realized by local gradient descent routing either
by routing in parallel to the medial edges on the globally planned
path or on chords to the destination.

4.1 Construction of medial axis
The computation of the exact medial axis is only known in principle
for semi-algebraic sets3, yet algebraic difficulties prevent efficient
implementations even for shapes bounded by simple curves in the
plane [3]. In practice, an approximation to the medial axis is com-
puted by using the Voronoi diagram of a dense sampling on the
boundary of a shape. To be precise, anε-sampleX of the bound-
ary of a shapeR is a finite set of points on the boundary∂R such
3Each element in a semi-algebraic set is the solution of a finite system of
algebraic equations and inequalities.

that each point on∂R is less than distanceε away from a point in
theε-sample. For a shape inR2, the Voronoi edges and vertices of
anε-sampleX that are completely inside the shape converge to the
medial axis, whenε → 0 [7]. The construction of an approximate
medial axis in a sensor network uses similar ideas. We first give a
quick outline of the protocol and then explain each step in detail.
The Medial Axis Construction Protocol (MACP) runs as follows:

1. Detect boundaries of a sensor field;

2. Construct the medial axis graph, and broadcast it to every
node in the network;

3. Name each node by only localized computation.

4.1.1 Detect boundaries of a sensor field

The construction of the medial axis requires a sampling of nodes on
the boundaries of the sensor field, including the outer boundary and
the boundaries of interior holes. Each sample node knows to which
hole boundary or outer boundary it belongs. These can be real-
ized in different ways, either by manual identification of boundary
nodes during deployment, or by automatic detection of holes. In
particular, there are ways to detect some samples of sensors on the
boundaries of holes by only the connectivity of the network. If the
sensors are deployed uniformly densely in a field with large holes,
sensors on the boundaries of holes usually have much smaller sen-
sor density and can be detected as such [13]. Recently a topologi-
cal method has been proposed to mark nodes on the boundaries of
holes by detecting the breakage of wave propagation contours [15].

Given a reasonably dense sampling of boundary nodes, there are
a number of techniques to detect the whole boundary from these
samples. This problem is basically the curve construction problem,
namely, connecting the sampling nodes to a meaningful boundary.
One way to tackle this problem is to apply the crust algorithm [1,
2] to discrete networks. In practice, a simple and effective algo-
rithm is to ask the close-by sample nodes to discover each other
through local flooding, and include all the nodes on the shortest
paths between them as new boundary nodes. Such detection can be
executed by different nodes simultaneously. The boundary nodes in
Figure 1 (iii) were detected in this way from the samples as shown
in Figure 1 (ii).

4.1.2 Construct the medial axis graph

For a communication network represented by an unweighted graph
G = (V, E) and a subsetS ⊆ V on the boundaries of the sensor
network, we define a node to be on the medial axis if it has equal
hop counts to two closest boundary nodes. This node is called a
medial node. The medial axis in the discrete case is defined as the
subgraphGM ⊆ G spanned by the medial nodesM .

The medial nodes defined above are noisy. It is known that in
the continuous case the medial axis is sensitive to noises on bound-
aries [3]. In particular, a small bump on the boundary can incur a
long branch in the medial axis. This instability is more severe for a
discrete network. For example, all the nodes that are one-hop away
from two boundary nodes are medial nodes by the definition, which
are clearly undesirable. Similarly, a node that has equal distance to
two close-by nodes on the same boundary is also unwanted. So we
want to eliminate the unstable branches on the medial axis and keep
those that correspond to genuine geometric features. In particular,
we disregard those unstable medial nodes whose closest boundary
nodes are on the same boundary and are within a small distance.

Medial nodes can be identified through local flooding. Specifi-
cally, each boundary node initiates the flooding of a message iden-
tifying its ID and the boundary it belongs to, which also contains a



counter that records how many hops the message has travelled. If
a node receives a packet from a boundary node that is further away
from its current nearest boundary node(s), it stops forwarding this
packet. If the boundary nodes initiate their flooding at approxi-
mately the same time, and each packet travels at approximately the
same speed, then a packet will be transmitted only in a ‘thin’ sub-
graph that mimics a chord. This cuts down the total number of
packets delivered substantially and keeps the total communication
cost very low. As a result, each node learns its nearest boundary
node(s) and can determine if it itself is a medial node or not. Due
to integral rounding error, it is possible that the middle point of an
edge has equal distance to two or more boundary nodes. In this
case, we arbitrarily round it to an endpoint of the edge. Unsta-
ble medial nodes are ignored. Figure 1 (iv) shows a set of medial
nodes. In the end, we have a set of medial nodes, which we clas-
sify into two types I and II. A medial nodeu of type I has equal
distances (in hops) to two or more nodes ondifferentboundaries.
We call these boundaries the closest boundaries ofu. The rest are
of type II.

An important step in the construction of the medial axis is to
guarantee that the medial nodes are connected in the correct way.
For the continuous case, the medial axis inside the geometric region
is connected with each minimal cycle surrounding exactly one ob-
stacle. Our construction is based on this observation and that the
discrete sensor field is a reasonably good approximation of the un-
derlying shape. For two boundariesi and j, if there exists a set
of medial nodes of type I whose closest boundaries includei, j,
we connect them into a short pathPij and include all the nodes
on this path in the medial axis. For any boundaryi, we connect
the pathsPij , for all j, into a cycle. Two endpoints of different
paths are called adjacent if they are connected on some cycle. For
k endpointsa1, a2, · · · , ak, k ≥ 3, respectively on different paths
P1, P2, · · · , Pk, if ai andai+1 are adjacent, fori = 1, · · · , k − 1,
then we use a star-like tree to connect them. We denote the root of
the tree as a medial vertex of the medial axis graph. All of these
operations can be implemented by a very small flooding in a local
neighborhood in a progressive manner. Nearby medial nodes con-
nect themselves into paths. Nearby paths connect themselves into
cycles or by a tree rooted at medial vertices. Similarly, we use lim-
ited flooding to connect all type-II medial nodes into paths. These
paths and the type-I cycles are connected by star-like trees into one
connected piece. Finally we trim away short branches which may
be caused by noise on the boundaries and are of no help for rout-
ing. Now the medial axis is composed of a number of cycles and
paths nicely glued together. All the medial nodes with degree one
or at least three are medial vertices. As an example, Figure 1 (v)
shows the medial axis after the medial nodes, as shown in (iv), are
connected. At this point, we call all the nodes on the medial axis
medial nodes, with a little abusing of the notation.

The medial axis constructed this way includes all the medial
nodes and a set of edges that connect them in a meaningful way.
It captures the geometric shape and the topological properties of a
sensor network. A very compact representation of the medial axis
is made available to every sensor in the network. Specifically, we
use the medial axis graph (MAG) as a combinatorial representa-
tion of the medial axis. The set of vertices of MAG is the set of
medial vertices. Each path between two medial vertices in the me-
dial axis corresponds to an edge in MAG. The edges in MAG are
weighted by the number of hops of the corresponding paths in the
medial axis. MAG is very compact. Its size is only proportional to
the number of large geometric and topological features of the sen-
sor field. For example, the MAG for the scenario in Figure 1 (v)
has only two vertices and two edges (one of them is a self-loop).

The MAG for the scenario in Figure 9 has only 18 vertices and 27
edges. Thus we can afford to let every sensor keep such a compact
graph.

After the construction of the medial axis, we let a node flood the
network, pull the information about the medial axis, and construct
the abstracted medial axis graph. This graph is then broadcast to
every sensor. In addition, each node in a medial edge remembers
which medial edge it is in, its neighboring nodes in that medial
edge, and how many hops it is from each endpoint of the medial
edge.

4.1.3 Assign names to sensors

The medial axis of a sensor network is used as a reference to name
every sensor node. In a continuous domain, a node is named by
which chord it stays on. In a discrete sensor field, we name a node
by a shortest path forest rooted at the medial axis — that is, shortest
path trees rooted at medial nodes. A node is named by which short-
est path tree is stays on. To build the shortest path forest rooted at
the medial axis, we start from the medial axis and progressively
compute the closest medial node for each sensor. Every medial
edge separates two canonical cells. So for a medial nodev in the
interior of a medial edge.v should have at most two shortest path
trees rooted at itself, one on each side of the medial edge. Recall
that each node knows its closest boundary and can decide which
side of the medial edge it stays on4. Therefore, for each childu of v
with a shortest path subtreeT (u), we perform a majority vote to as-
signT (u) to the side on which most of the nodes inT (u) agree. If
v is a medial vertex, it may have more than two shortest-path trees
rooted on it corresponding to multiple canonical cells. But here we
only consider the two trees among them corresponding to the two
canonical cells in consideration, and deal with the two trees in the
same way as above. The nodes in the shortest path tree on one side
of the medial edge are assigned positive height values. The nodes
on the other side of the medial edge are assigned negative height
values.

Each node is assigned a name by its relative position to the me-
dial axis. Basically each nodev is assigned anx-range[`(v), k(v)]
and a heighth(v), where thex-range specifies to which part of
the medial axisv corresponds, and the height specifies how farv
is from the medial axis. In the medial axis graph, a medial edge
actually corresponds to a medial axis path in the sensor network.
See Figure 5 as an example. Suppose the medial path has in total
m nodes. Then thej-th node on the path is assigned anx-range
[j − 1, j] and a height value0.

Now we describe how to name the nodes in the same shortest
path tree. The assignment of names starts from the root, a node
on the medial axis, and propagates down its shortest path tree. See
Figure 6 as an example. Suppose a nodev is given a name with an
x-range[`(v), k(v)] and a heighth(v). Supposev hasc children.
Then we uniformly partition thex-range ofv into 2c + 1 subin-
tervals and assign one even interval to each child. See Figure 6.
Notice that the collection ofx-ranges ofv’s children does not fully
cover thex-range ofv. The purpose of these gaps is for easy node
insertion and deletion, as we will describe in Section 4.3. Suppose
4This is very simple for a medial edge that has two different closest bound-
aries. For a medial edge that has only one closest boundary, either the
corresponding boundary nodes are in two connected pieces or in one con-
nected piece. In the latter case, the medial edge has a medial vertex of
degree one as its endpoint; we use any boundary node closest to that medial
vertex to naturally partition the boundary nodes into two connected pieces.
Then we see the two pieces as two different boundaries, and use the shortest
path trees rooted at that medial edge to efficiently inform the related nodes
which piece it is closer to.



Figure 5. Assign each node a name with respect to the medial axis. In this
figure, the medial axis is drawn in thick blue horizontal line. Nodes on the
medial axis are represented by solid circle. Black solid edges represent the
balanced shortest path trees rooted at nodes on medial axis. The communi-
cation edges that are not tree edges are drawn in dotted line segments. The
part bounded by the dashed curve are two shortest path trees rooted at a
medial node, one on each side of the medial edge.

the height of the shortest path tree isz. It is stretched tohmax in the
naming system. (hmax is a parameter that can be adjusted.) Thus a
nodew that isi hops away from its root (a medial node) is assigned
a height value ofh(w) with |h(w)| = hmax · i/z. The sign of
h(w) depends on which side of the medial edge the shortest path
tree containingw stays.

[3, 4]

[3.64, 3.68]

[3.2, 3.4]

hmax

hmax

Figure 6. Assign each node a name with respect to the medial axis.

Nodes in shortest path trees rooted at a medial vertex are also
assigned polar coordinates. We denote byT (v) the collection of
all the shortest path trees rooted at a medial vertexv. We assign
polar coordinates to the nodes inT (v) in a way very similar to
what we explained above. Specifically, the rootv is given a polar
coordinate with an angular range[0, 2π] and a radius0. For a node
u, its angular range is divided by2c + 1 small intervals ifu has
c children. Each child is assigned one subinterval. The maximum
radius of the nodes in the tree is stretched up tohmax. As in the case
above, each node in the treesT (v) is assigned a radius according
to how far it is from the root.

To summarize, by the Medial Axis Construction Protocol, we
construct a medial axis and its compact representation MAG, to-
gether with a shortest path forest rooted at medial axis nodes. Each
node in the sensor network only stores a small amount of informa-
tion, namely, information about its one-hop neighbors and a small
size medial axis graph, as shown in Figure 7.

Node{
the medial axis graph (MAG);
names of itself and one-hop neighbors;
a bit to record if the node is on the medial axis;
the neighboring medial axis nodes

}

Figure 7. Information stored at a node.

4.2 Medial axis based routing
Our MAP routing scheme uses the names of the source and the
destination. A source node can obtain the name of the destination
node in several ways. If the source knows the ID of the destination,
we can use a scalable location service (such as [24]) to provide
the ID-name correspondence for each sensor. A source node can
also specify the name of the destination directly, since our naming
scheme has an intuitive meaning. For applications such as content-
based distributed hash table, sensors can hash data to a reservoir
for a query to fetch. In this case, the source gets the name of the
destination from the output of a hash function.

With the medial axis based naming infrastructure, the Medial
Axis based Routing Protocol (MARP) runs as follows:

1. In the global planning step, find the shortest pathSA(x(p), x(q))
in the medial axis graphA for the medial points of sourcep
and destinationq;

2. Route in parallel toSA(x(p), x(q)) until a node with the
same medial point as the destinationq does is reached;

3. Route along the shortest path trees rooted at that medial point
to reach the destinationq.

The global planning step is performed at the source node by a
shortest path algorithm on MAG. In the following we will focus on
the medial-axis based greedy routing in the sensor network. The
basic idea is the same as in the continuous case. The reference path
on the medial axis,SA(x(p), x(q)), is partitioned into segments by
medial vertices. Suppose we are currently at a nodev in a shortest
path tree whose root is in a medial edgexixi+1, 1 ≤ i ≤ k − 1,
with xi as a medial vertex,x1 = x(p), xk = x(q). We hope to
route in parallel withxixi+1. For this purpose, we set a temporary
routing goal as the node with height valueh(p) in a shortest path
tree rooted atxi+1. We route toward the temporary routing goal in
parallel with the medial edgexixi+1; when we reach a tree rooted
at xi+1 (we actually do not have to reach the temporary routing
goal), we route in the polar coordinate system ofxi+1 to get to
the node of height valueh(p) in a shortest path tree rooted atxi+1

corresponding to thenext medial edgexi+1xi+2, and set the next
temporary routing goal accordingly. Finally, when we reach a node
whose shortest path tree has the same root as the destinationq does,
we can route easily in those shortest path trees to get toq.

Now we focus on how to route greedily towards the temporary
goal in parallel with the medial edgexixi+1. Say we are currently
at a nodev. We pick a neighbor ofv, w, that is ‘closer’ to the tem-
porary routing goal thanv is as the next hop. That ‘closeness’ is
defined in a way similar to that in an Euclidean space, and specifi-
cally, it is defined as follows: we say thatw is ‘closer’ to the tem-
porary routing goal thanv is if the following condition

• (k(w)−`(xi+1))
2+(h(w)−h(p))2 < (k(v)−`(xi+1))

2+
(h(v) − h(p))2 if the x-range ofv, [`(v), k(v)] is smaller
than that ofxi+1, [`(xi+1), k(xi+1)];

• (`(w)−k(xi+1))
2+(h(w)−h(p))2 < (`(v)−k(xi+1))

2+
(h(v)− h(p))2 otherwise.

is satisfied. To avoid passing the same node twice, we always fol-
low three rules:

1. Never route to a descendant (to avoid going up and down in
the same tree);

2. Never route to the other side of the medial edge (specifically,
h(v) andh(w) should have the same sign);



3. Never route backward with respective to the medial edge
(specifically, we should havek(w) ≥ k(v) if the x-range of
v is smaller than that ofxi+1, and`(w) ≤ `(v) otherwise).

If no such neighborw exists, — namely, when no greedy progress
can be made, — we route to the parent ofv. This routing method
guarantees that we can reach a shortest path tree rooted atxi+1,
because at least in the medial edge we can always make greedy
progress.

The above routing method is for routing inside a canonical cell
under the Cartesian coordinates ofx and heighth. Routing under
the polar coordinate system is just the same, except that in the above
rules we use polar coordinates in replace of thex-coordinates. Again,
all the routing can be done by using only the one-hop neighbor in-
formation and the name of the destination.

Two small modifications to the algorithm can substantially im-
prove the performance ofMAP. The first is to keep a very small
routing table, e.g., within 4 hops, at each node. This is because that
the virtual coordinates generated byMAP may have a small mis-
match with the real node positions and the connectivity in the com-
munication graph. By using a small routing table, a node has more
possibility to proceed greedily towards its (temporary) goal. That
will not only shorten routing paths but also improve load balancing,
because now there is less chance to routing toward the medial axis.
The second modification is to assign the polar coordinates to nodes
in the trees rooted at the medial nodes within a few hops — e.g.,
3 hops — from a medial vertex (rather than just the medial vertex
itself). The reason is that the shortest path trees near a medial ver-
tex are often too short compared to the chords they are supposed to
mimic. So the modification will make the chords be approximated
better and prevent routing paths from going near medial vertices
overly often, which improves load balancing.

In summary, by theMAP routing protocol a source performs a
global path planning in the very compact medial axis graph, and
local greedy routing hop-by-hop guided by the globally planned
path on MAG. Delivery is guaranteed since a packet never gets
stuck in the middle.

4.3 Network dynamics
In a sensor network, links may come and go, nodes may be inserted
and deleted. OurMAP naming and routing scheme can efficiently
handle such dynamics such that only local changes are necessary.
The medial axis and the shortest path forest rooted on the medial
axis are repaired. If a node also changes its name, it informs the
location service of such changes.

Figure 8 illustrates how these changes are handled. Namely,
when a new nodev is inserted,v performs a one-hop broadcasting
to find its one-hop neighbors. Thenv is connected to the shortest
path forest of the medial axis node by choosing its parent as its one-
hop neighbor with smallest hop distance to the medial axis. Then
v finds a gap on thex-coordinate range of its parentp(v). In Fig-
ure 8,v finds a gap[3, 3.33], partitions the gap equally into three
sub-intervals and stays on one of them, say[3.11, 3.22]. The x-
coordinate ranges of all the other children ofp(v) are not affected.
If p(v) is of k hops away from the medial axis,v is of k + 1 hops
away. The height value ofv is assigned according to its parentp(v).
Namely,h(v) = k+1

k
· h(p(v)).

When a nodev is deleted from the network, we do nothing if
v is a leaf on the shortest path tree to the medial axis. Ifv has
descendants, then we connect their descendants to the shortest path
trees through other nodes, in the same way as the node insertion
scenario. Ifv also stays on the medial axis, its neighbors on the

[3.11, 3.22]

[3.64, 3.68]

[3, 4]

[3.6467, 3.6534]

[3.33, 3.67]

hmax

hmax

v
p(v)

Figure 8. If a new nodev (in red) is added to the sensor network, we
connect it to the shortest path tree of a node on the medial axis and assign
it a name. If a node (in solid black) is deleted from the sensor network, its
descendants find links to other parts of the tree and are assigned new names.

medial axis initiate a local flooding to find each other and include
all the nodes that stay on their shortest paths in the medial axis.
Then new names are assigned to these nodes involved in the update.

If a link between two nodes appears, nothing is changed. If a
link between two nodes disappears, we do nothing as long as the
link is neither a link between a nodeu and its parent onu’s shortest
path tree, nor a link on the medial axis. If a link on the medial axis
disappears, two medial nodes connect themselves by their shortest
path and includes the nodes on this path to the medial axis. If a
link between a nodeu and its parent disappears, then we may need
to assign a new name tou. Similarly u finds among its one-hop
neighbors the one with smallest hop distance to the medial axis as
its new parent.u’s name is updated according to its new parent.u’s
descendent, if exists, updates its name accordingly.

5 Simulation
We have implemented theMAP protocol and conducted extensive
simulation for various types of environments. In this section we
introduce two experiments for sensor networks deployed in a uni-
versity campus and airport terminals. The university campus is a
typical outdoor environment, as shown in Figure 9, while airport
terminals are representative of indoor scenarios, as shown in Fig-
ure 10. Both of them have complex geometry and/or non-trivial
topology.

The university campus has a 620m by 650m rectangle as an outer
boundary and 10 buildings inside. We deployedn (n = 5735 in
Figure 9) sensors, each of which has a coverage radius of 10 me-
ters. The sensors were deployed with a grid model with pertur-
bation. Each sensor deviates from its grid position with a normal
distribution with a standard deviation ofσ = 2 meters. We use the
unit disk graph on the sensors as the graph model. We note that the
communication graphs used in the experiments are actually quite
sparse. The average degree of the communication graph is only
5.4067 in Figure 9.

The airport terminals have a maximumx-span of 1080 meters
and ay-span of 480 meters. It consists of three terminals that are
connected by a corridor. We deployedn (n = 5204 in Figure 10)
sensors, each of which has a coverage radius of 10 meters. Again
the sensors were deployed with the same grid model with perturba-
tion as before. The average degree of the communication graph is
5.4502 in Figure 10.

In these experiments, our focus is to verify the validity of our
ideas. We focus on the topological level of theMAP protocol and
study its routing performance, load balancing as well as its robust-
ness to network models. Many important issues on MAC layer,
such as channel fading and acknowledgement packets, have not yet
been considered in the current simulation and will be addressed in
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Figure 9. A scenario of a university campus. Each sensor has a normalized coverage radius of1. (i) A sensor network of 5735 nodes deployed on a campus;
(ii) The medial axis; (iii) The shortest path forest rooted on the medial axis; (iv) The medial axis graph (MAG) stored at each sensor.
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Figure 10. A scenario of airport terminals. Each sensor has a normalized coverage radius of1. (i) A sensor network of 5204 nodes; (ii) The medial axis.



future work. We comparedMAP with GPSR [20], a widely known
geographic location-based routing protocol. GPSR makes routing
decisions based on the geographical location information. It has
two routing modes. In a greedy mode, a node routes the message
to a one-hop neighbor whose geographical location (2D Euclidean
coordinates in this case) is closest to the destination. If a node
has no neighbor closer to the destination, it enters the perimeter
routing mode. The packet is then routed by the ‘right-hand rule’
along the face of a planar subgraph such as Gabriel Graph (GG),
Relative Neighborhood Graph (RNG) until it reaches a node where
greedy routing can be performed again. In our simulation, we use
the restricted Delaunay Graph (RDG) [18] as the underlying pla-
nar subgraph. A RDG is a graph spanner, i.e., the shortest path in
RDG is at most a small constant factor times as long as that in the
original communication graph. However, neither GG nor RNG in
the original GPSR protocol is a graph spanner. It has been shown
that GPSR based on RDG produces shorter paths than GPSR based
on other non-spanner graphs such as GG or RNG, especially in the
perimeter mode [18].

5.1 Quality of routing paths and load balanc-
ing

We measure the quality of routing paths in two ways, i.e., the num-
ber of hops and the total Euclidean length of the routing paths. We
randomly pick 12000 source and destination pairs uniformly. Each
experiment was performed 50 times. The results are shown in Fig-
ure 11.

routing on campus
ratio of ratio of ratio of ratio of
hops total lengths total

average dev. hops average dev. lengths
n = 5000 1.006 0.395 0.862 1.036 0.400 0.897
n = 5500 1.011 0.422 0.866 1.045 0.431 0.907
n = 6000 1.041 0.413 0.904 1.083 0.439 0.953
n = 6500 1.067 0.436 0.929 1.125 0.436 0.998
n = 7000 1.079 0.440 0.941 1.148 0.438 1.019

routing in airport terminals
n = 5000 1.121 0.545 0.880 1.141 0.584 0.916
n = 5500 1.069 0.560 0.760 1.099 0.572 0.809
n = 6000 1.080 0.621 0.757 1.115 0.713 0.815
n = 6500 1.098 0.632 0.769 1.132 0.684 0.843
n = 7000 1.093 0.614 0.761 1.127 0.663 0.864

Figure 11. Performance of routing on a university campus and in airport
terminals. Each experiment was performed50 times. In each experiment,
12000 source and destination pairs were selected uniformly randomly.

n = 5000 5500 6000 6500 7000

Campus MAP 1.538 1.801 1.872 1.971 2.023
GPSR 2.525 2.849 2.937 3.021 3.107

Airport MAP 2.893 3.120 3.437 3.759 3.858
GPSR 3.770 4.309 4.662 4.815 4.973

Figure 12. The normalized standard deviation of traffic load on sensors.

For the ith source and destination pair, we denote byhi and
Hi the numbers of hops in the routing paths produced byMAP

and GPSR, respectively. We denote by`i andLi the Euclidean
lengths of the routing paths produced byMAP and GPSR. In Fig-
ure 11, the second column,average ratio of hops, is defined as
1
N

PN
i=1 hi/Hi, whereN = 50 × 12000 = 6 × 105 is the total

number of source/ destination pairs. The third column is the stan-
dard deviation ofhi/Hi over theN pairs. Similarly, theaverage
ratio of lengthsis defined as1

N

PN
i=1 `i/Li, and the standard de-

viation of the ratio of lengths is defined accordingly. The ratio of
total hops and the ratio of total lengths are defined as

P
i hiP
i Hi

and
P

i `iP
i Li

, respectively.

We have found thatMAP generates routing paths of comparable
lengths both in the number of hops and in the total Euclidean dis-
tance, as shown in Figure 11. However,MAP achieves much better
load balancing. In sensor networks, load balancing is a very im-
portant issue. Overloading a particular sensor node will drain its
battery. Sharing of a common channel by many parties increases
the possibility of conflict and the delay. We compared load balanc-
ing of MAP with GPSR. For the same family of source/destination
pairs, we drew for each sensorv a bar with its height equal to the to-
tal number of routing paths thoughv. Figure 13 (iii) and (iv) show
the histograms forMAP and GPSR respectively. It can be seen eas-
ily that the routing paths generated by GPSR concentrate heavily on
the boundaries of holes, while sensors are more uniformly loaded
by MAP. The reason is that geographical location-based routing
schemes route greedily towards the destination based on Euclidean
coordinates. As a result, routing paths tend to follow straight lines
and can easily hit boundaries. When that happens, packets fol-
low the boundary by ‘right-hand rule’ until greedy routing can be
resumed. Such an operation heavily overloads nodes near bound-
aries. Comparatively,MAP captures the geometry of the environ-
ment and performs routing in parallel with the reference paths on
the medial axis, thus it avoids the creation of heavily loaded area.
Figure 13 (i) and (ii) show a couple of scenarios of the routing paths
produced byMAP and GPSR. The normalized standard deviation,
defined as the standard deviation divided by the mean value, of the
load on individual nodes is shown in Figure 12, where MAP con-
sistently has lower deviation values.

5.2 Robustness to network model
A commonly used model for wireless sensor networks is the unit
disk graph model, where each node has a fixed communication ra-
dius. Two nodes can directly communicate if and only if they are
within the communication radius. However, the unit disk graph
model is a simplified model and is often far from the reality. The
existence of communication links can significantly deviate from the
unit distance constraint due to reasons such as multi-path fading.
It is often observed that sensor nodes within a short communica-
tion range may not be able to communicate, while nodes with three
or more times the distance can have stable links [17]. A routing
scheme that heavily depends on the properties of unit disk graphs is
thus not practical in reality. TheMAP naming and routing scheme
only depends on the connectivity graph. We show by simulation
that it is very robust to variations in the network model.

We have tested the robustness ofMAP by using the Quasi-unit
disk graph model [22]. Our Quasi-UDG model is characterized by
a simple parameterα. When two nodes are within distance1− α,
a link between them always exists. If two node are more than1+α
away, a link between them does not exist. If the distance of two
nodes is between1 − α and1 + α, a link between them exists
with probabilityp. In order to keep the average node degree in the
network approximately a constant, we choosep = (2− α)/4.

Whenα is large, a quasi-UDG looks very different from a UDG
at the local neighborhood level. But the medial axis still captures
the correct topology. This can be seen from Figure 14 (i), where the
medial axis in a Quasi-UDG withα = 0.8 is shown in the univer-
sity campus scenario. We notice that the medial axis actually has
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Figure 13. (i) and (ii) show the comparison of routing paths generated byMAP and GPSR between the same pair of source and destination nodes. Solid
circle represents the source and hollow circle represents the destination. The darker path was generated byMAP and the lighter path was generated by GPSR.
(iii) and (iv) show the comparison of load balancing ofMAP and GPSR. 5500 sensors were deployed. (iii) is the load ofMAP, (iv) is the load of GPSR.
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Figure 14. MAP on the Quasi-UDG (α = 0.8) in a campus scenario. 5500 sensors were deployed. (i) The medial axis; (ii) A histogram of load byMAP on
each node.



routing on campus routing in airport terminals
ratio of ratio of norm. ratio of ratio of norm.
total total dev. of total total dev. of
hops lengths load hops lengths load

α = 0.0 1.000 1.000 1.801 1.000 1.000 3.120
α = 0.2 1.235 1.334 1.615 1.243 1.372 1.943
α = 0.4 1.116 1.390 1.606 1.086 1.407 2.026
α = 0.6 1.026 1.413 1.632 0.939 1.389 2.096
α = 0.8 0.920 1.431 1.691 0.942 1.484 2.114

Figure 15. Performance ofMAP on sensor networks in a campus scenario
under different graph models. 5500 sensors were deployed. Each experi-
ment was performed50 times. In each experiment, 12000 source and des-
tination pairs were selected uniformly randomly.

self-crossings. However, we have found thatMAP maintains stable
performance on both the construction of medial axis and routing.

We also compared the routing performance under UDG and Quasi-
UDG models in a number of scenarios. As a typical example, Fig-
ure 15 shows the routing results with5500 sensors deployed on a
university campus. Theratio of total hops (lengths)is the ratio of
the total number of hops (length) of the routing paths in the Quasi-
UDGs to that in the UDGs (whereα = 0). As before, we call the
number of routing paths passing a sensor the load on the sensor.
The fourth and the seventh columns of Figure 15 are the normal-
ized standard deviation of the load on sensors. Although the routing
graphs cannot be the same for Quasi-UDG and UDG, they are both
approximating the same underlying geometric domain. Note that
in the Quasi-UDG model, the communication ranges of nodes are
still small compared to the obstacles’ sizes. We have found that
the performance of routing is very stable for differentα, both in
terms of routing path lengths and load balancing. It is shown by the
results in Figure 15. An example of the sensor load histogram for
MAP with α = 0.8 is shown in 14 (ii).

6 Discussions

6.1 Routing on manifolds
The MAP naming and routing scheme can be extended to routing
in other geometric spaces, in particular, a 2-dimensional manifold
embedded in a 3-dimensional space. One such case is a sensor
field deployed on an irregular terrain. One can define the medial
axis of the manifold under the geodesic distance metric, which is a
collection of continuous curves lying on the manifold. Any point
can be given a name with respect to the medial axis in the same
way as whatMAP does. For a set of dense samples of nodes on
such a manifold, the length of the shortest path between two nodes
is a reasonably good approximation of their geodesic distance [4].
Since we use the shortest path distance metric in the design ofMAP,
it is straightforward to extend theMAP naming and routing protocol
to nodes on a manifold.

6.2 Geometric maps
One merit ofMAP is that it requires no knowledge of the geograph-
ical locations of the nodes or the shape of the sensor field. In some
cases, such as airport terminals or warehouses, the map of the sen-
sor field is available and the construction of the medial axis can be
simplified. When the geometric shapeR of a sensor field is known,
we can first construct the medial axisA of the boundary∂R. This
can be done by using standard techniques such as the crust algo-
rithm [1]. Sensors near the geometric medial axisA can be marked
by an examination of their proximity toA. The remaining part of
MAP is the same.

6.3 Global load balancing
We have shown by simulation that theMAP routing protocol achieves
very good load balancing. One reason is that on the lower level we
route in parallel with the medial axis such that routes starting from
different sources smoothly ‘flow through’. Load balancing can be
further improved at the abstract level. In the global planning stage,
a routing path is selected by the shortest path routing algorithm on
the medial axis graph (MAG). For a case where the sensor field has
many ‘corridors’ with different widths, it is more desirable to route
through a wide corridor than a narrow corridor. Therefore, we can
attach a weight to each medial node which equals the maximum
height (before normalization) of its shortest path tree. An edge on
the medial axis graph has a total weight as the sum of weights of
the medial nodes on the corresponding medial path. The weight of
an edge can be understood as its ‘capacity’. In this way the globally
planned routing path can take into account the capacity of different
edges such that the medial edge corresponding to a wide corridor
is more preferable than the medial edge corresponding to a narrow
one with the same length.

6.4 Location-free routing protocols
MAP belongs to the category of location-free routing protocols for
sensor networks, where the routing rule is free of geographical in-
formation but rather based on virtual coordinates. We will give a
quick overview of location-free protocols as well as a comparison
of their design flavors.

Raoet al. [26] is the first paper on location-free protocols. They
proposed an iterative scheme that embeds the connectivity graph in
a 2D Euclidean plane such that the embedded virtual coordinates
are used instead of the real geographical locations for greedy ge-
ographical routing such as GPSR [20]. When packets get stuck at
local minima, flooding is employed to deliver the packets. With a
similar spirit, Brucket al. [8] used local angle information to find
a good embedding of the nodes in the 2D Euclidean plane. Further
they showed that the local angle information is sufficient for finding
a planar spanner of unit-disk graphs without the knowledge of ge-
ographical locations. In general such approaches compute a global
embedding of sensor nodes in a 2-dimensional space. Finding such
a global embedding is expensive in terms of both computation and
communication, and will have large distortion if the sensors are ac-
tually deployed in a 3-dimensional space.

Fanget al. [12] took a different approach. Their scheme does
not use any global embedding but rather takes an abstraction of the
global topology of the sensor field. Such an abstraction, namely,
a combinatorial graph on a subset of carefully selected landmarks,
captures large topological features (such as where the holes are and
how to get around them). The nodes are partitioned into tiles with
respect to their closest landmarks. Each node is given a virtual
coordinate, which is a function of the hop distances to only a sub-
set of nearby landmarks. Both inter and intra-tile routing are per-
formed in a greedy fashion under the virtual coordinate system.
Using hop distances to landmarks to build virtual coordinates was
also explored by Fonescaet al. [14] and Carusoet al. [9], where
nodes are given global landmark-based virtual coordinates without
the consideration of the topology of the sensor field.

MAP is similar toGLIDER in the way thatMAP does not con-
struct any global embedding either. The major difference is that
MAP uses the medial axis of the sensor field, instead of the com-
binatorial Delaunay graph on landmarks, to represent the global
topology. The main unsolved problem inGLIDER is a deeper un-
derstanding of the selection of landmarks and its effect on routing
performance. The major drawback ofMAP is that sensor fields are



restricted to 2D manifolds. It is unclear how to extend the current
scheme to sensors deployed in 3-dimensional space. It remains as
interesting future work to conduct a thorough network-level com-
parison of all these location-free routing protocols [26, 8, 12, 14,
9] under various network topologies.
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